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Kinnected: Where
Connection Makes All
the Difference
by Christina Shires, 34th Ave.

“Found: a very nice bicycle. Is it yours?”
“Should I switch to a tankless water heater?”
“Reminder: road salt is bad for our pet’s paws.”
“ISO loaner walker and shower seat.”

T

hat’s Next Door on a Sunday afternoon in January. Lost
something? Found something? Need something? Just fire up
Next Door or head over to a Facebook Group page or another similar community-based social platform. It’s 2020, and the
way we knock on our neighbor’s proverbial door to borrow a
cup of sugar often begins with www. Our online communities, in
small and big ways, connect us to people who need, who offer,
who empathize, who understand.
But what about the big ways—when you need more than just a
cup of sugar?
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Can you find Madrona's Haiku Book? Hint: it's in one of the many charming "little library" stands that homeowners have erected in many spots
throughout the neighborhood. When you find it, add a haiku and send it to
madronanews@gmail.com so we can publish it next month.

Business Feature: Rock Paper Scissors

T

Former St. Clouds
Gets a New Do

Once, nearly five years ago, I needed more. Suddenly and midway through a 14-mile hike in the rugged boggy Irish mountainside, my ankle stopped working. It had worked fine the day before during a half-marathon training run, it had worked fine at
the start of the hike, and it had worked fine for the preceding 41
years. But then, it stopped working, and I had no idea why. Fast
forward through months of inactivity to when a MRI revealed

his Spring Madrona will welcome Rock Paper Scissors salon
to their new home at 1131 34th Ave, formally St. Clouds.
Brianne Ingertila, salon owner, is excited to share her journey
with the Madrona community she loves while making the new
space not just your typical hair salon.
"It is an honor to be able to continue my dreams in this space
and to create a new neighborhood home for Madrona." Her goal
is to continue the legacy of St. Clouds' John Platt by keeping
the spirit of the community gathering space that Platt was so
instrumental in developing.
The salon will be a bigger and better version of what it was on
E. Spring St. where it has been for more than four years. "Imagine lots of natural and re-purposed wood, walls of green foliage,
and a mix of wood and steel. It's a great combination and balance of soft and elegant structure," says Ingertila.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

Kinnected’s hopeful, helpful neighborly vibe is apparent on their home page.
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hile temperatures stay chilly and shorter days conW
tinue to linger, February brings welcome signs of
the season to come. Little by little, daylight hours be-

Kinnected: Healthcare with a Heart
One Madrona entrepreneur seeks to change
the face of self-health care.

1

gin to stretch, birdsong grows and sleepy limbs and
branches begin to bud in earnest anticipating the coming warmth and sunshine.
Just as spring noiselessly but steadily approaches,
the Madrona Community Council (MCC: a diligent group
of neighborhood volunteers currently stewarding our
events and meetings) works quietly behind the scenes
planning and preparing for neighborhood events to
come: Neighbor Appreciation Day and Mayfair. For the
neighborhood and put on by the neighborhood, these
wonderful events require a lot of volunteer effort and
energy to accomplish. We invite you to help us plan
and host these time-honored celebrations.
If you would like to volunteer, simply attend a Community Council meeting (held on the first Tuesday of
each month at 7:15pm at the Madrona Playground
Shelterhouse) or contact one of our members for more
information (email addresses listed on the back cover
of the Madrona News).

St. Clouds Gets Styled
From beloved restaurant to bustling hair
salon: Rock Paper Scissors brings new life to
former St. Clouds building.

4

Feature: Shattered Glass Project
This non-profit organization is dedicated to
amplifying the voices of female theater artists.
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Give the Kids a Brake
Do your part to help keep Madrona Elementary kids safe on their way to school.
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Mutt Matchup
Cuteness overload in this month's Mutt
Matchup—puppies AND their kiddo owners!
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Neighborhood News and Notes
Protected bus lanes, rapid transit and opera—

Let’s kick off this new year—and this new decade—
with a flourish, together. •

there's a lot happenin' in the 'hood!
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Looking Homeward is a Seattle-based coffee roasting company owned by Jake Deome (featured) that has chosen Madrona for their first brick and mortar coffee shop. While getting everything ready to go behind the scenes you can find them right out front weekday mornings manning a popup espresso cart. They are
serving espresso beverages (cappuccinos, lattes, americanos) as well as hot cocoas for the kids and the kids at heart! Find them at 34th Ave. and Union! •
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Shattered Glass Project
Features Female Artists

The Shattered Glass Project’s first full length production will hit
the stage this spring. Francie Mylet, an emerging local director,
will lead the team as TSGP embarks on the journey to tell a modern take o one of Shakespeare’s most beloved stories, Much Ado
About Nothing. This captivating production will open May 28 and
run through June 14 at 18th and Union in the Central District. Follow us on Facebook and Instagram @theshatteredglassproject or
sign up for the TSGP mailing list at shatteredglassproject.org. •

by Sophie Lederman

T

he Shattered Glass Project is a brand new, non-profit organization dedicated to amplifying the voices of women theatre
artists in Seattle and the surrounding area. This organization
focuses on the stories of women and the creative talents of
women artists. Through public programming, traditional-style
production seasons, and an incubator mentoring program for
women and non-binary directors and playwrights, TSGP builds
networks and provides resources to level the inequities that still
impact women and non binary theatre-makers in all areas. The
Shattered Glass Project serves as a nexus for women theatre
artists to support and collaborate with one another, functioning
as one more greenhouse contributing to the health and diversity
of Seattle’s theatre ecosystem.

Give the Kids a Brake
by Hannah Jane McIntosh, parent volunteer at Madrona Elementary

S

ituated in the heart of our community, Madrona is our neighborhood’s elementary school. Please show your care and concern for its students and families by driving safely near it.
According to the National Center for Safe Routes to School,
each year nearly 54 million school-age children walk or bike to
school or travel through the school zone after exiting a caregiver's car or the school bus. In these busy zones, children can be
at risk of injury or death. Meanwhile, motorists (even those who
are parents or caregivers) may need a refresher on the rules of
the road in school zones.
Our situation in Madrona is no different, with people driving
on Union St. anxious to get to work, queues of cars dropping
off students, families biking and walking together to school and
school buses and Metro buses loading and unloading passengers around the school.
"There's a lot of activity between arrival time and dismissal
time that can be distracting and that's the piece that can make
it risky for young pedestrians," says Nancy Pullen-Seufert, associate director of the National Center for Safe Routes to School.
The most dangerous time for the school zone is the after-school
period from 3-4:00pm. That's when more school-age pedestrians
are killed by motorists than at any other time of day, according to
AAA. Even though we’ve passed the darkest day of the year, January still brings cloudy skies and limited daylight. As neighbors
driving around the school, we should be vigilantly watching for
children and families walking and biking near the school.

Board of Directors, The Shattered Glass Project. Left to right: Jill Hostetter,
Lara Kratz, Rebecca O’Neil and Roxy Hornbeck.

Rebecca O’Neil, the creator and founder of TSGP, birthed this
organization during her time completing her MFA in Arts Leadership at Seattle University. Using the tools from the Arts Leadership program, and her passion for inclusive theater that raises
up and projects out the voices that are often softened in the
theater world, O’Neil took an idea and turned it into a reality
in The Shattered Glass Project. Over the past year, TSGP has
traveled from the idea phase into action, creating programming
ranging from mentorship programs, a new works book club, and
full length productions. O’Neil has been a Madrona resident
since 2003. As a former volunteer on the Madrona K-8 PTSA
Board, she has developed a strong belief in neighborhood-based
programs that build community. Along with providing access to
professional opportunity for women and non-binary artists, she
hopes TSGP will help build additional arts-centered community
for the Madrona and Central District neighborhoods. Jill Hostetter, another long-time Madrona resident and former Madrona
K-8 PTSA President, is a member of the TSGP board as well.
The Shattered Glass Project Incubator/Mentoring Program,
which recently received a smART Ventures support grant from
the Seattle Office of Arts and Culture, is designed for women
and non-binary theatre artists, and consists of a cohort of four
directors and four playwrights who meet monthly to workshop
and inspire the production of quality new works. Directors and
playwrights work together to prepare workshops and readings.
The first reading of new works developed through this program
will be held on March 27 at the MLK FAME Center at 32nd and
E. Republican.
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Tips for safe driving near Madrona Elementary:
• Always slow down through the school zone when the beacons are flashing. Madrona families’ experience and data
from the Seattle DOT show that drivers on Union St. aren’t
slowing down when they drive near the school, even when
the school zone beacons are flashing. Earlier this year,
Madrona parents pooled resources to buy safe crossing
CONTINUED >>
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•

•
•

markers at the intersection of 32nd Ave. and Union St.
The markers were hit and destroyed by people driving on
Union St. within weeks of installation and the PTSA does
not have resources to replace them. We can do better!
Even when the beacons aren’t flashing, stay alert and
watch for children and families crossing the road. Never
pass another vehicle stopped at an intersection near the
school as they may be waiting for children to cross. Children can be hard to see and move quickly, so do your part
to watch for them.
Honor the work of our school crossing guards by coming
to a complete stop well back from the crosswalk. And give
them a big thank you when you’re walking by!
Come to a complete stop at stop signs and when making
right turns at traffic lights. Remember, students cross MLK
Jr. Way, Union St. and 34th Ave to get school, so watch for
them in all those locations.

Other ways you can help:
• Is the sidewalk snowy or icy near your home after a storm?
It likely is near the school as well. Consider stopping by
with a shovel and salt or organizing a group of neighbors
to shovel the sidewalks around the school. With such a
large building covering a whole block, it can be hard for
staff and parents to keep up and extra help clearing safe
paths for the students is always welcome!
• Does your family have a student at Madrona? Consider
walking or biking with them to school a few times a week if
you don’t already. The more of us are out on the sidewalks
together, the safer everyone is. •
ROCK PAPER SCISSORS, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

In addition to the salon, Ingertila will be adding a luxury barber
lounge with top of the line men's grooming services. The Kids
Salon will remain at its current home on E. Spring St. with partnering businesses Two Owls and Bootyland, with an expansion
of retail and classes
to come.
Ingertila
wants
to host a variety of
events at the new location. Plans for live
music and entertainment both on the front
patio and backyard
garden, family movie
nights, and an event
space for community
and private parties.
"The possibilities are
endless with what we
can create here," she
says. "The goal is to
bring families and
neighboring businesses together for a fresh Brianne Ingertila of Rock Paper Scissors brings pasnew change in our sion, community and style to former St. Clouds.
community and bring
a new phase of life into everyone's favorite space."
You can follow the renovations on Facebook and Instagram @
rpsmadrona. RPS will be releasing more details of their grand
opening and giving sneak peeks of the progress. The salon is
currently open and operating out of the Two Owls and RPS Kids
Salon on Spring St. •
5
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rums that connect neighbors in meaningful ways, such as Next
Door, Madrona Moms, and the Madrona News.
Raised by two entrepreneurs and influenced by
three global communities
(the Quaker movement,
a Waldorf education, and
traditional
music
and
dance), it’s not surprising
that Megan values the inter-connectedness of community. She says. “Still today, I can walk into an Irish
bar in Dubai with my fiddle, and someone’s going
to buy me a whiskey. I can
walk into a Quaker meeting house anywhere in the
world and be welcome, and
I can visit a Waldorf school
anywhere in the world and
have an international sort
Megan Haas, founder of Kinnected and
of family. Those commuco-founder of Seattle’s iconic Utilikilts’
nities gave me a sense of
company, where her skill for growing
community culture came from the heart. nourishment, home and
Megan worked to make customers feel
belonging, and really focelebrated and respected and Utilikilts
cused my work on social
became a million dollar business without
impact.”
spending a penny on advertising.
Connection, then, seems
to be the defining word of her life—and via Kinnected, her life’s
mission.
In 2009, three things intersected for Megan that ultimately led
to the development of Kinnected: the Internet was exploding
with Facebook and other social platforms, she traveled to London and experienced their healthcare system, and she had just

KINNECTED, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

two words that brought to a halt my formerly active life: Osteochondral Defect. Osteo…huh?
Later that day via the Internet, I learned that an Osteochondral
Defect is a cartilage and bone lesion, sometimes genetic, with
a high surgical failure rate and low odds for returning to sport.
I learned something else that day about the help we find online: that sometimes, about the biggest and hardest things we
face, there is no helpful neighbor with that needed cup of sugar.
In the months that followed, I wanted to know three things: Who
else has this? How did they fix it? How are they doing today?
The help I sought—a community of people who could offer direction and hope—was hard to find. I dedicated myself to forums
and health boards, researched surgeons, cartilage transplants,
stem cells and PRP. Useful data on real outcomes was sparse,
yet anecdotes of failed surgeries, chronic pain, and loss of active lifestyle (disconnected from real people with whom you
could connect) were common. It was discouraging.
Yet, imagine this alternate scenario of what might have happened.
I drive home from the doctor, sit down at my computer and type in
this address: www.kinnected.org. I go to my dashboard where the
search bar asks: “What brings you here today?” The question feels
friendly, safe—like maybe this "person" would give me a cup of sugar. I type, “I have an Osteochondral Defect” and click a series of
boxes under my search bar, including: Find a Buddy, Read a Story,
and Find a Practitioner. Suddenly, the page populates. There are
global "body buddies" who are similar to me, a series of essays on
ankle conditions, and a group of practitioners all over the world
who specialize in my condition. Using my intuition, I choose a buddy from Australia, a 60-year-old woman who’s had cartilage issues
for years and is offering mentorship. Suddenly, the Internet has
come alive with a real, beating, caring…heart.

Kinnected is aiming for a cultural shift in healing that will change the world.
Sharing your story makes you a fellow world-changer: kinnected.org.
Gwen Kiehne, owner of Seattle Family Doula and Madrona neighbor, was one
of the first champions of Kinnected’s practitioner directory.

“We begin with the heart,” says Megan Haas, founder of Kinnected. And while she is right—Kinnected does, indeed, begin
with the heart, perhaps we should begin a little earlier—with who
Megan is and why she created Kinnected.
Megan has lived in Madrona for 10 years, and previous to that,
the Central District for six years. Along with her daughter Paloma, 6, she’s active in the community and values our social fo-
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left a company she co-founded, UtiliKilts (utilikilts.com), where
she had helped develop an 80,000 strong, happy, healthy customer community and culture.
Inspired by living in London, she saw the healthcare system
with new eyes. And inspired by what she found lacking in existCONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Meera & Khalil, 35th Ave.

Duster

Farrah, Grand Ave.

Nelson

Sarah, 35th Ave.

Tamu

By Didi Burpee, 34th Ave. and Jennie Grant, Grand Ave.

Mutt Matchup

Who walks whom?

See answer key on page 9.

• HER

FIRST SMILE
• HER FIRST TOOTH
• HER FIRST STEPS
• HER FIRST MOHAWK

Capture all the firsts.
LEARN MORE AT

smallishphotostudio.com
7
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Neighborhood News and Notes
Rapid Transit Update

2019 Real Estate Report

Kevin O'Doherty, kevinod1@msn.com

Seattle Department of Transportation (SDOT) and King County Metro are upgrading transit service on Madison St. to a RapidRide Line,
which will include:
• More buses, including on nights and weekends
• New diesel-hybrid buses
• Increased distance between stops and all-door boarding so you
get to your destination faster
• New bus shelters, lighting, ORCA card readers, and real-time
arrival displays
Construction is anticipated to begin as soon as Fall 2020. For details, visit seattle.gov/Transportation/MadisonBRT.htm. •

While we saw a slight dip in home prices in Madrona earlier in the
year, the market recovered to match 2018. The price per square foot
(graph) and the average home sales price were relatively unchanged
after adjusting for a single home sale that set a record at $5.1M. While
prices were flat from 2018, the average time a home stayed on the
market climbed to 37 days from 15. 2019 had 70 closings ranging
from $595K for a 2007 townhouse on E. Spring to $3M for new or rebuilt homes with big views on 36th & 37th Aves (map). Nine new townhouses in the 1100 block of 34th sold for an average of $890K while the
first of three Chaffey homes at 35th and Union closed for $1.950K. •

Protected Bike Lane Coming to Madrona
Seattle’s Bicycle Master Plan (BMP) provides a framework for improving the bicycling environment throughout the city. The BMP recommends E Union St for a protected bike lane (PBL). SDOT evaluated
multiple east/west bicycle routes to help connect to existing bike facilities and improve the overall bicycle network, and Union St PBL was
the preferred bicycle improvement.
The Union St. PBL will include upgrading the existing bike lane into a
parking protected bike lane from 14th Ave to 26th Ave and adding an
uphill PBL and a downhill sharrow lane from 26th Ave to MLK Jr. Way.
SDOT collected community feedback on the initial design in 2019
and will continue to refine the design into spring 2020. SDOT will be
collecting input via an online survey until Feb 7: survey.participate.
online/s3/SDOT-Union-PBL-survey. To learn more, go to seattle.gov/
transportation/projects-and-programs/programs/bike-program/protected-bike-lanes/e-union-st or contact the project outreach team at
206-257-2202 or UnionPBL@seattle.gov. •

Madrona Dining & Sipping Society
Audrey Seale, audreyseale@comcast.net

At the end of last year, with little warning, our old evite site, Pingg,
announced that they were closing down. I sent out an email before
they closed to all on the MDSS mailing list asking you to let me know
if you wished to continue to receive notifications of our events (now
via Evite). We had about 250 emails on the prior list. There are now
maybe 50 who said they wished to continue. If you missed that invitation to re-register, you may contact me and I will add you to our
current MDSS mailing list. If you didn’t hear about our 5th Annual New
Years Brunch at Madrona Arms, then you are not on the current list.
We had a wonderful time last weekend: about 30 folks gathered to
catch up and wish each other our best for the new year’s projects and
resolutions. More fun events ahead. •

KINNECTED, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

ing online communities, she wondered, “If I could reach everyone—to do the best good, to do the most good—what could I do?"
The answer: redefine global public self-health.
“Now that’s a tall order and I was just one person," she acknowledges. "I did not know how to build a technology company
from the ground up. But I started, regardless. And for the last
three years, I have worked tirelessly to achieve this goal. When I
found my development team, the gates all started to open. I feel
like Kinnected is touching a real nerve.”
So just how does one develop a purposeful online culture and
what are the conditions under which we can have authentic connection around self-health?"
“We begin with the heart,” she says. “Because by sharing
our story, we can forge a clear path to authentic connection.
Through offering help to others, we find our own significance. As
search engines have become extensions of our minds, Kinnected seeks to become an extension of our hearts."
I think about my own bumpy path of discovery after my ankle
diagnosis and how, after countless hours of research, I met a
handful of people with the same injury: Steve in Colorado, Kerri

Pacific MusicWorks Brings
Opera to Madrona
Baroque violin virtuoso Tekla
Cunningham and the colorful continuo team of Pacific MusicWorks
led by GRAMMY-award winning
conductor Stephen Stubbs take
you on a journey into some of
the wildest, most emotionally
charged music written, including
works by Biber, Schmelzer, Farina, Fontana, Uccellini, Pandolfi
Mealli, and Albertini. Mar 8 at
2:00pm at Epiphany Parish. Tickets: pacificmusicworks.org. •

CONTINUED >>

Pacific MusicWorks. Photo: Elisabeth Ellis
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be just the good-neighbor-cup-of-sugar that makes a personal
health burden feel a little less lonely, and the world feel a little
more like our connected community of Madrona.

in Vancouver BC, and Sabina
in Italy. We shared stories of
new treatment methods and
top specialists, and while I
did eventually piece together
my own mini self-health community, it was time-consuming, limited, and completely
inaccessible to countless
other people who are right
now anxious and fearful
about their own potential
loss of mobility.
This is precisely one of the
big problems Kinnected seeks
to solve. "What Kinnected has
grown into is a free, worldGoing global: before Kinnected even wide platform that provides
launched, Politico asked Megan to multiple avenues and tools
present the company at their Health for members to connect and
Summit in Amsterdam last Nov. Kin- support each other around
nected struck a nerve with the Europe- physical, emotional and soan Commission and Megan’s traveling
cial health," Megan explains.
to Brussels this February to talk policy.
You can see her presentation at vimeo. "It emphasizes kindness, empathy and well-being, and its
com/375023105.
goal is to be a system of care
and nourishment that will
support people and practitioners, globally."
Global: my story of injury, discovery, connection, and hope.
Perhaps the next time someone finds him or herself limping off
a rugged mountainside without a good explanation for why their
body refuses to heal, a story such as mine on Kinnected will

GET INVOLVED:
Megan has been self-funding Kinnected for the last three
years and recently started a crowd-funding campaign to take
Kinnected through the last leg of the journey. Her hope?

"If half the people in Madrona donated $10,
we could all jump on Kinnected in a matter
of months."
•
•
•
•

You can donate to Kinnected until Feb. 5 at startsomegood.com/projects/globalselfhealth.
Sign up for Kinnected: kinnected.org
For practitioners: kinnected.org/practitioners.
Watch Megan's Politico Health Summit presentation at
vimeo.com/375023105 •
Sarah walks Nelson.
Farrah walks Duster.
Meera and Khalil walk Tamu.

Mutt Matchup Answers
9
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WHAT'S UP, MADRONA?

Please send your calendar items to madronanewscalendar@gmail.com for inclusion in the newsletter and the website at madrona.us.

RECURRING WEEKLY EVENTS
WED & FRI 7:45-8:15am and 8:30-9:00am Meditation. Guided silent meditation led by Pieter Drummond. Epiphany Chapel,
pieter@stonegroundmeditation.com.
THURSDAYS
10:00am-12:00pm – All Threads Together. Join for conversation and knitting, crocheting, needlepoint, etc. Epiphany Christie
House Library, Trish Stone, twallistone@yahoo.com.
11:00am – Children's Story Time. Bring your preschoolers and toddlers to enjoy stories, rhymes, and songs with our children’s
librarian. Madrona Sally Goldmark Library. 1134 33rd Ave. 684-4705
7:30pm – ALANON Meeting. Epiphany Great Hall, 1805 38th Ave., 324-2573
8:00am-9:00am – Madrona Elementary PTSA Coffee + Conversation. Join us in the library every third Thursday.
8:30 am C.S. Lewis Minyan. Christie House Library. Discuss the works of theologian and author C.S. Lewis with our resident
Lewis enthusiast Jonathan Roberts. Email jonro@ignitionpartners.com. Epiphany Parish.
FRIDAYS
9:00am-4:00pm – Professional Headshot Portraits. The first Friday of each month in Madrona. Smallish Photo Studio. 1113
34th Ave., 206-779-4656, www.smallishphotostudio.com/headshot-portraits.
1:30-2:25pm – Madrona Elementary Coffee & Conversations. There are many countries and cultures represented every
Friday. If you are interested in meeting people from other cultures and you would like to come along and learn more join us.
Madrona School Library.
SUNDAYS 11:00am-5:00pm – Sunday Sippers Wine Tasting at Madrona Wine Merchants. 1127 34th Ave. For more information, consult www.MadronaWineMerchants.com.
WEEKENDS 9:00am-5:00pm – Donate Used Goods. Northwest Center Big Blue Truck. Grocery Outlet parking lot. www.bigbluetruck.org.
HAPPENING IN MADRONA
Feb 4, 7:15pm—Madrona Community Council Meeting. Madrona Playfield Shelterhouse (34th Ave. btwn. Spring and Marion).
Feb 8, 9:00-12:00pm—Valentine's Day Portraits at Smallish Photo Studio. Have you had a portrait session at Smallish before?
Then this event is for you! We're showing the love for our Smallish neighborhood family. Complimentary Valentine's Day photos
and cupcakes from our sweet Royale neighbors. Come have fun: RSVP at smallishphotostudio.com.
Feb 14, 4:00-7:00pm—Open House at Conscious Body Pilates. Learn how to love the most important person: yourself! Pilates
is all about learning to listen to and take care of your own body. Come meet our instructors, try out new equipment and find out
about our new group reformer and mat classes! Food, drink and local jazz musicians playing live music! 3317 E. Union St.
HAPPENING IN SEATTLE
Feb 14, 9:30am-5:00pm—Valentine’s Day at the Seattle Aquarium. Take your little sweeties to the aquarium to learn about
the unique courtship and mating behaviors employed by many of the aquarium's local marine species. seattleaquarium.org/valentines-day
Feb 15, 10:00am-6:00pm, 11:00am-6:00pm—Seattle Home Show. Connect with top building, remodeling and design professionals. The event includes seminars based on latest trends and technologies to remodel your house. seattlehomeshow.com
Feb 26 - March1—Northwest Flower and Garden Festival. Celebrate Gardens of the World with over 20 fully landscaped
display gardens, 100 free world-class seminars, and thousands of treasures in the garden and vintage marketplaces. Wash. St.
Convention Center.
March 7-8—Pacific MusicWorks' upcoming Main Stage presentation of GENIUS UNBOUND which will be performed at Benaroya Hall and Epiphany Parish in Seattle on March 7-8.
Madrona News February 2020
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